Background: In prokaryotes, sigma factors are essential for directing the transcription machinery towards promoters. Various sigma factors have been described that recognize, and bind to specific DNA sequence motifs in promoter sequences. The canonical sigma factor s 70 is commonly involved in transcription of the cell's housekeeping genes, which is mediated by the conserved s 70 promoter sequence motifs. In this study the s 70 -promoter sequences in Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1 were predicted using a genome-wide analysis. The accuracy of the transcriptionally-active part of this promoter prediction was subsequently evaluated by correlating locations of predicted promoters with transcription start sites inferred from the 59-ends of transcripts detected by high-resolution tiling array transcriptome datasets.
Background
Methods for predicting protein-coding genes have been extensively optimized [1] , while the development of methodology for the structural and functional analysis of intergenic regions has only come into focus more recently.
Although the fraction of non-coding and/or intergenic sequences in prokaryotic genomes is relatively low compared to eukaryotes [2] , it encompasses a similar complexity in conserved DNA sequence motifs and regulatory elements [3] . In prokaryotes, elements such as binding sites for the sigma factor unit of the RNA-polymerase [4] are essential for appropriate guidance of the transcription machinery. Sigma factors enable the binding of the RNA polymerase core enzyme to the canonical promoter sequences they recognize. Various sigma factors have been identified and many bacteria possess more than one sigma factor [5] , each recognizing specific DNA sequence motifs in promoters, which enables cells to respond rapidly to changing conditions by sigma factor-mediated adjustment of gene transcription patterns. Although different sigma factors recognize specific promoter sequences, the target sequence elements recognized by particular classes of sigma factors have been reported to be conserved among bacteria [4, 6] . For example, s 70 [7, 8] and s 54 [9] factors were shown to recognize similar sequences in phylogenetically distant bacterial species. Further fine-tuning of transcription activity by the sigma-factor containing RNA polymerase (e.g., harbouring the canonical s 70 ) involves regulatory factors that either repress or activate transcription by binding to specific DNA sequence motifs located in close proximity of, or overlapping with, the actual promoter sequence [10] .
Previously, many studies aimed at detection of intergenic regulatory elements on a genome-wide scale [11, 12] have employed consensus sequences that were deduced from experimentally determined binding sites in order to identify similar regulatory elements elsewhere in the genome [3] . When experimental evidence is limited or absent, comparative genomics or other de novo prediction methods can be employed to detect conserved intergenic cis-acting elements in a genome [13] [14] [15] [16] .
The species Lactobacillus plantarum is frequently encountered in vegetable, meat and dairy fermentations and is also present among the natural inhabitant of mammalian gastrointestinal tracts [17] . The genome of L. plantarum WCFS1 [18] was predicted to encode two sigma factors besides s 70 , namely the rpoN-encoded s 54 factor that has been shown to exclusively control the expression of the mannose specific PTS system in this strain [9] , and the sigH encoded sigma factor of which the target genes in L. plantarum remain unknown to date, but that resembles the Bacillus subtilis 168 transcription factor sigH that is involved in sporulation.
In this study, we performed a model-based genome-wide prediction of conserved motifs in the intergenic sequence upstream of protein-encoding genes within the genome of L. plantarum WCFS1. In silico models of recognizable s 70 -promoter sequence elements were generated using position weight matrices (PWM; [19, 20] ), which were subsequently used for genome-wide prediction of promoter sites. Using this approach we predicted 3874 candidate s 70 promoters in the L. plantarum WCFS1 genome at pvalue cut-offs of 10
24 . Subsequently, transcriptome datasets obtained using strand-specific genome-wide tiling DNA microarrays were used to validate the transcriptionally active proportion of the in silico predicted s 70 -promoter sequence elements [12, 21, 22] , enabling the validation of 568 of the predicted promoters by their proximity (#40 nucleotides) to 1167 transcription start sites inferred from experimentally estimated transcript boundaries.
Results
Prediction of conserved motifs in the intergenic regions of L. plantarum With 3.3 million nucleotides, the genome of L. plantarum WCFS1 is among the largest Lactobacillus genomes [18] and comprises 3137 predicted genes, of which 3051 are proteinencoding (Refseq NC_004567, [23] ). The intergenic regions encompass approximately 16 percent of the entire genome nucleotide sequence (530640 out of 3308275 nucleotides). Using the genome annotation of L. plantarum WCFS1, 2209 intergenic sequences (see Methods) were used to search for conserved motifs using MEME [24] , resulting in the detection of eight distinct sequence motifs with E-values below 10
23 (see Figure 1 , Results S1 and Figure S1 ).
The element with the lowest E-value (motif 1; E-value 2.7610 2239 ; Figure 1 ) displayed clear resemblance to the consensus Shine and Dalgarno sequence (SD; 59-AGAAAG-GAGGTGATC-39) of bacteria [25] . The SD sequence of L. plantarum WCFS1 is found because the intergenic sequences used to search for conserved motifs generally include the untranslated regions of the protein-encoding genes that encompass the SD sequence. In addition to the SD sequence, two motifs (motif 2, motif 3; Figure 1 ) were identified that resemble cis-acting elements described for sigma factor s 70 (rpoD) [6] Genome-wide prediction of s 70 promoters in L. plantarum
The detection of L. plantarum related s 70 -promoter elements enabled the genome-wide prediction of s 70 -promoters that share similarity with the identified motifs. The two s 70 -promoter associated position-specific weight matrices (PWMs) generated by MEME (motif 2 and motifs 3) were employed to predict the positions of both sequence elements in the L. plantarum WCFS1 chromosome, using MAST [26] . These predictions generated 939 and 1141 occurrences of the extended 210 (based on motif 2) and the 235 210 promoter motifs (based on motif 3) at a p-value cutoff of 10
24
, respectively. Occurrences were filtered for partially overlapping promoters, resulting in the identification of 1879 putative s 70 promoters. Previous studies have revealed that the two s 70 -promoter elements (235 and 210 boxes) may flank a spacer sequence of slightly variable length in different promoters (16-20 nt) [27] . To accommodate such spacer-length variation in our predictions, the PWM of the 235 210 promoter (based on motif 3) was manually modified to allow for length variations ranging from 16 to 22 nt. MAST-based searches using these modified PWMs yielded 1995 additional non-overlapping predicted promoter sequences. Overall, these predictions generated a total of 3874 putative promoter sequences that displayed high-level similarity to the consensus motif (Bonferroni corrected pvalues,0.05).
Detection of putative transcription start sites
As described in previous studies, the high sensitivity of in silico prediction of s
70
-promoters using PWMs usually generates many false-positive identifications [3, [28] [29] [30] . To overcome this limitation, putative transcription start sites (TSSs) inferred from 59-ends of transcripts are commonly employed to corroborate predicted s 70 -promoter locations [12, 21, 31] . In this study, we determined genome-wide putative TSSs from tiling-array derived transcription data obtained for L. plantarum WCFS1 grown in rich laboratory medium (MRS) at 37uC. Transcriptional activity was assigned to genomic regions by employing a global threshold approach [32] , leading to the identification of 1167 distinct transcriptionally active regions (TARs) larger than 120 nucleotides [33] . The 1167 TARs cover 1995 of the 3137 predicted genes in the L. plantarum WCFS1 genome, likely reflecting the transcriptionally active fraction of the entire genomic coding capacity under the growth conditions employed in this study.
The 59-ends of TARs may be the result of transcription initiation but can also arise from other events, such as degradation, processing or cross-hybridisation. Although in the majority of cases 59-end points of TARs are probably the TSSs [12] false-positive identifications are possible (see Results S2, Figure S2 and S3). Inspection of signal strength patterns at the 59-end of different TARs, revealed sharper increases in signal intensity for highly expressed TARs compared to weakly expressed TARs. Consequently, the assignment of putative TSSs to weakly expressed TARs leads to more ambiguous TSS positioning as compared to those assigned to highly expressed TARs. Therefore, TARs were grouped according to their mean signal intensity (see Methods), which allowed the discrimination between TSSs assigned to highly and weakly expressed TARs. To consistently assign TSSs to TARs an algorithm was developed that identifies the maximum increase in signal intensity at the 59-end of a TAR and by linear extrapolation of the local transcription signal-intensity slope estimates the position of the TSS of the TAR. We evaluated the performance of our TSS predictions by correlating the tiling arraybased TSSs with those that were previously identified in L. plantarum by primer extension. For nearly all cases (11 out of 12 genes) the putative TSS predicted on basis of the tiling array data was within a maximum distance of 28 nt from the experimentally TSS determined by primer extension (see Results S3). The majority of these genes (8 genes) were highly expressed in the tiling array dataset (their average expression signal belonged to the two groups of TARs that showed the highest expression levels, see Method).
Application of the algorithm allowed prediction of a TSS for each of the 1167 TARs. Expectedly, out of the 1167 predicted TSSs, the majority were located upstream of protein encoding genes (912). Next to these expected TSSs, 149 of the predicted TSSs appeared to be positioned in an antisense orientation relative to the annotated genes, while an additional 106 predicted TSSs were positioned in genomic regions that lack genetically linked genes, suggesting that these TSSs could represent the start of noncoding RNAs (see Figure 2 ).
Validation of predicted s 70 promoters using TSSs
Experimentally verified TSSs are commonly located between 8-14 nucleotides downstream of their cognate promoter 210 sequence element [3] . Therefore, the positions of inferred TSSs 280 ) detected by MEME search in the upstream regions of proteinencoding genes (for a full list see Figure S1 in Supplementary results). Motifs are shown as Seqlogos [45] . doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0045097.g001
and their relative distance to predicted promoters can be used to corroborate the involvement of these promoters in the initiation of transcription of the corresponding TAR. The TSS locations were correlated to appropriately oriented predicted s 70 -promoters (pvalue, 10 24 ) in close proximity of the TSS, identifying 568 s 70 -promoters within a distance 40 nt of a TSS (see Figure 2 ) of which 474 s 70 -promoters were within a distance 20 nt of a TSS (tilingarray resolution 14 nt) (see Figure 3) . About 70% of TSSs assigned to highly expressed TARs (group A and B in Figure 4 ) were in close proximity of a predicted s 70 -promoter (#40 nt), while for 'only' 17% of TSSs detected for low expressed TARs (group E in Figure 4 ) a s 70 -promoter could be assigned. Expectedly, TSSs inferred from expression signals of highly expressed genes give better corroboration results than TSSs inferred from expression signals of lower expressed genes. The lower promoter assignment to the low-expression TARs may be due to the ambiguity of the TSS prediction for these TARs, while the higher accuracy of TSS prediction for high expression TARs provides more confident co- localizations with corresponding promoter predictions. Overall, TSSs and predicted promoters displayed significant co-occurrence (Fisher exact p-value,10 2263 ) based on the detected TSSs matching with predicted promoters in comparison with randomly generated TSSs. The expected co-occurrence frequencies of TSSs and promoters within a range of 40 nucleotides are predicted to be 4% (see Figure 4 , group Random).
As
24 ) could be found (see Figure 2 and Figure S4 ). However, TSSs and these lower stringency predicted promoters displayed no significant co-occurrence (Fisher exact p-value = 0.16) and co-occurrence frequencies of TSSs and promoters within a range of 40 nucleotides are predicted to be 19% (see Figure S5 ).
Discussion
In this study we determined the consensus motifs of the s 70 promoters in L. plantarum WCFS1 using different models and approaches, including the validation of predicted promoters using tiling array transcriptome datasets.
Searching for conserved motifs in the intergenic regions of L. plantarum WCFS1 revealed highly conserved motifs (see Figure 1 ). Analogous to their anticipated sequence conservation, the two elements of the general s 70 promoter, the so-called 235 and 210 elements, were among the most conserved motifs (p-values,10 
23
, respectively. Removing all s 70 promoters that were intergenic but overlapped partly with the 59-or 39-ends of genes yielded 1763 and 4093 s 70 promoters at p-value cut-offs of 10 24 and 10
, respectively. As shown in previous studies on lactic acid bacteria [16] , the average number of transcriptional units is about 1077 with an average of 1.77 genes per unit suggesting that the number of s 70 promoters reflects the number of transcripts that would be expected on basis of the number of predicted operons on the genome of L. plantarum [16] . The additional s 70 promoters partly overlapping with coding parts of genes might be alternative s 70 promoters (see for example Results S2) which are also found in other bacterial genomes [34] .
PWMs have been used to predict s 70 -promoters with high sensitivity in other species [3, 35, 36] , but were hampered by many false-positive identifications [3, [28] [29] [30] , illustrating the difficulty to model the general s 70 -promoter sequence elements, which are bipartite motifs composed of 2 conserved sequence motifs separated by a non-conserved spacer sequences of variable length [27, 37, 38] . Analogous to what was described in previous studies [12, 21, 31] , transcription start sites (TSS), determined by high-resolution tiling arrays, can be used to corroborate predicted s 70 -promoter locations. The analysis of transcriptome datasets from L. plantarum WCFS1 obtained with strand-specific genome-wide tiling arrays revealed 1167 transcriptionally active regions (TARs). The 59-ends of TARs were used to infer putative TSSs (see Figure 2) . To confirm the TSSs inferred from the 59-ends of TARs these TSSs were compared to TSSs that have previously been determined by primer extension analysis (see Results S3). Our predicted TSSs colocalised nicely with the previously described TSS positions. With the available TSS information, we were able to show that our approach gives highly reliable results. Similarly, alternative genome wide transcription analysis methods such as RNA-seq can also be employed to detect TSSs in bacteria [31, 39, 40] , but here we confirm that high-resolution tiling array data are a valuable resource to infer TSS locations [12, 21, 22] .
Of the 1167 putative TSSs selected for validation, 568 TSS were positioned within proximity of the s 70 promoters that were predicted with high stringency, while an additional 276 TSSs could be co-localized with predicted promoters using the lower stringency promoter prediction (10 24 #p-values,10 23 ). However, the latter co-occurrence of TSSs and low-stringency predicted promoters was not significant (Fisher exact p-value = 0.16), which is likely due to a substantial overprediction (false-positives) of promoter sequences.
In general, promoters function more efficiently with sequence elements that resemble the consensus sequences. However, most promoters have non-consensus sequences and their activity is further modulated by trans-acting factors (including alternative sigma factors, small ligands and transcription factors) [34] . To discover conserved transcription initiation motifs other than the s 70 promoter-related sequences, DNA sequences upstream to TSSs with no s 70 promoter were searched for other conserved motifs (applying MEME searches as described for the initial search, see Method). These searches did not reveal additional highly-conserved motifs (p-value cut-off,10
24
; data not shown). Our results show that motif-based approaches can be used to recover conserved sequence elements of the s 70 promoter. However, the discovery of more degenerate promoter elements is hampered by many false-positive identifications [3, [28] [29] [30] and validation of predicted promoters (e.g. using transcriptome data) is required but limited by the statistical significance of the obtained results. Our findings suggest that these more degenerate s 70 promoters may constitute a considerable proportion of all s 70 promoters in a given genome (in our case about 24% of the validated s 70 promoters have p-values$10 24 ), which has been described for other bacterial genomes (such as E. coli) [34] . In this study, transcription data under a single growth condition was used limiting the validation to the active portion of s 70 promoterrelated genes that are clearly transcribed. Transcription data obtained under a variety of growth conditions would still be required to validate the full complement of functional s70 promoters and distinguish them from false-positive predictions.
Materials and Methods

Transcription analysis of Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1
For genome wide transcriptome analysis L. plantarum WCFS1 [18] was grown until mid-exponential growth phase in MRS, cells were harvested and RNA was isolated and labeled as described before [41, 42] . 1.5 mg of labeled targets were hybridized and analyzed on WCFS1 DNA microarrays that cover the whole genome in a tiling fashion as described (GSE36898, GPL15385, GPL15386). The gene expression data are MIAME compliant and deposited in the gene expression omnibus (GEO) database (accession numbers GSE36898, GPL15385, GPL15386).
The hybridization intensities of two biological replicates were obtained. Hybridization intensities were log2-transformed, background corrected and normalized by quantile normalization [43] . After normalization, intensities of the two replicates were averaged yielding two strand-specific transcript-level data sets.
Building s
70 -promoter models using PWMs
Position weight matrices were constructed from high-scoring motifs identified by MEME [24] searches on a selected subset of intergenic DNA sequences of the L. plantarum WCFS1 genome.
Initially, all 100 nt regions upstream of all protein encoding genes were selected from the L. plantarum WCFS1 genome (Refseq NC_004567). Subsequently, these sequences were evaluated for their potential overlap with a preceding gene, and in such cases, only the intergenic sequence was used for analysis, provided they were 25 nt or longer.
The resulting set of selected intergenic sequences was searched for conserved motifs using MEME [24] , applying standard DNA parameter settings. Only motifs reported by MEME with E-values below 10 24 were considered relevant for further analysis. Additional parameters used for selection of candidate sequences were: 1) Zero or One Occurrence Per Sequence (ZOOPS mode), 2) a maximum of ten different motifs per sequence, and 3) each motif should be found in at least thirty-five different sequences. PWM models were constructed for the most abundantly encountered motifs, including those resembling the canonical 235 and 210 elements known from general s 70 -dependent promoters [6] .
Predicting s 70 promoters
The PWM models were used in a MAST [26] search against the complete genomic sequence of L. plantarum WCFS1 including the coding regions to predict potential s 70 promoters. MAST hits with relatively high significance (p-values,10 24 ) were used in further analysis, unless indicated otherwise.
Because the spacer region between the 235 and 210 boxes of the s 70 -promoter varies in length (16-20 nt) [27] , PWM models were manually altered by either copying or deleting the columns in the position weight matrix that were part of the spacer region and had the least functional information (low overall specificity and low sequence conservation) of this region. These new matrices were used in genome-wide MAST searches to predict additional promoter occurrences with different spacer-lengths. All predicted promoters (including those predicted on basis of the extended 210 box motif) were filtered for overlapping promoter elements. In case of overlap, the hit with the highest significance was used for further analysis. All non-intergenic promoter elements were removed.
Detecting transcriptionally active regions
A global threshold approach was used to detect significantly transcribed genomic regions. For each strand-specific dataset the global threshold was determined from the log distribution of the probe signals. A background normal distribution was estimated from the left-of-the-mode data [43] and used to estimate the background probability of a probe signal. The global threshold was set to a signal level at which the probability of a probe signal being a background signal was less than 10
26
. Next, transcriptionally active regions (TARs; [33] ) were determined by applying a segmentation algorithm (comparable to transfrags as described in [32] and [44] ) using the previously estimated global threshold. Segments of adjacent probes with signal intensities above the threshold were identified. Adjacent segments with a gap of maximal 60 nt (corresponding to the length of a single probe on the tiled micro-array) were joined and, segments shorter than 120 nt were discarded.
Transcription start site determination and statistical analysis
The 59-end of a TAR was used to estimate the corresponding TSS position. Manual inspection of signal patterns of different TARs in the tiling array data revealed that highly expressed regions display a rather sharp, approximately linear rise in signal intensity while in lowly expressed regions the signal change appeared to be sigmoidal (data not shown). Based on this observation, we developed the following procedure to determine TSS: Probe signals from the 59-end of a TAR and its upstream region were used to determine the genomic position at which the slope of increase in signal intensities reached its maximum. This position was used to linearly extrapolate the position of the TSS using the difference between the probe signal of the maximum slope position and the background signal (derived from the mode of the distribution of the probe signals).
Using the gene annotation of L. plantarum WCFS1 (Refseq NC_004567, [23] ), TSSs were labelled anti sense if the transcribed strand (TAR) was opposite to a gene-containing strand. In addition, if a TAR had no overlap with known genes (based on the current gene annotation) the assigned TSS and its corresponding TAR were annotated as non-coding. All other TSSs were assigned to the closest downstream located gene positioned on the same strand.
To estimate the probability for randomly selecting a TSS in a 40 nucleotide range from a promoter, we used the genomic positions of the TSSs, randomly selected genomics positions of promoters (10.000 times) and calculated for each TSS the minimum distance to the 39end of a promoter.
TSSs were grouped according to the increase in signal intensity by (1) calculating the differences between the means of expression signal upstream and downstream of the TSS and (2) division of the TSS into five groups according to their rank position (interpercentile ranges 0-20%, 21-40%, 41-60%, 61-80% and 81-100%).
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